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ABSTRACT

A theorem of Blessenohl and Gaschlitz is genera-
lized to show that the intersection of a family of
Fitting classes, each of which is normal in some
Fischer class y, is normal in y.

All groups considered in this paper will be fi-
nite and solvable. We will let the class all finite
solvable groups be denoted by S. A class F of
groups is a Fitting class if~
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(i) G £ F, N 4 G implies N £ F, and

(ii) N~M 4 G, N,M £ F implies NM £ F

A Fischer class is a Fitting class F, which also
satisfies:

(iii) if G £ F, H ~ G and H/coreG(H) £ N, the
class of nilpotent groups, then H £ F •

It follows from (ii) that in any group G, the-
re exists a unique normal subgroup which is maxi-
mal with respect to belonging to a Fitting class F.
We call this subgroup the f rad ica I of G and deno-
te it Gf. We note that GF contains every sub-
normal F-subgroup of G. A subgroup V of G is ca-
lled an F- inj ector of G if V n M is f -maximal
in M for every subnormal subgroup M of G. In (3),
it is shown that for an arbitrary Fitting class F,
each group G has a unique conjugacy class of F-in-
jectors. Basic properties of Fitting classes and
F-injectors are found in [3J and [4)

I~ [lJ, Blessenohl and GaschUtz defined a nor
mal Fitting class to be one for which the F-radi-
cal is F-maximal in G for every G in S. Since the
F-radical is contained in each F-injector for an
arbitrary Fitting class F, when F is a normal Fi-
tting class there is only one F-injector, namely
the f-radical. The following theorem is proved in
[ 1] .
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Theorem I, The intersection of any collection of
normal Fitting classes is again a normal Fitting
class.

Cossey, in [2] , extends the definition of nor
mal Fitting classes as follows:

Definition 2. Let F and Y be two Fitting classes
such that F ~ Y. We say that F is norma 1 in Y if
GF is F-maximal in G for every G e v. We denote
this F 4 Y , and remark that if Y is S then we ha
ve the usual definition of a normal Fitting class,
The following well known proposition gives an exam
pIe of definition 2.

Proposition 3. If 1= is a Fitting class then F<JFN,

where

Proof: Let G E FN, then G/GFE N. Let V be an F-
injector of G, then V/GF is subnormal in G/GF . Hen
ce V is subnormal in G and so V must be in GF,

In this no t e we generalize Theorem 1 to include Co-
ssey"s definition of normality within a given Fitting
class Y. For this we need the following:

lemma 4. [5, p. 568] let A, Band C be subgroups
of Go Then the following statements are equiva-
lent:
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(a) AnBC = (AnB) (AnC).

(b) ABnAC = A(BnCL

Theorem 5. Let I be an indexing set. If for each
i £ I, F. is a Fitting class such that F.4 Y,~ ~
Ya Fischer class, thenn. T F.:= F <l Y.

~£_ 1.

Proof: The proof is by induction on the order of
groups in Y. Let G be a group of minimal order in
Y such that there exists an F-injector, say V~
which is not normal in G. Let V. be the F.-injec~ ~-
tors of G for each i £ I. Then V. <l G for each

].

i c I, by hypothesis. Hence n. I V. -<1 G and
~£ ~

n· I V.• £ F . Therefore n. IV,~ GF• But~£ ]. ~£ ~

GF ~ GF. = V.
]. ~

Since V is not normal in G, we have n. IV. ~ V.
~£ ~

for each i £ I, so

Let M be a maximal normal subgroup of G.

(a) VnM = (n. Iv.)nM. For by induction
1.c 1.

VnM<l1lM, since M£ Y and VnM is an F-injector
of M. 'Hence VnM::: MF::: GFnM = <ni£IVi)nM.

(b) V is not contained in any proper normal sub
group of G. For if V ~ N <l G, then by the induc-
tion hypothesis V <l N. Hence V is subnormal in
G and V::: GF a contradiction.

(c) G := NV where N is any normal subgroup of G,
such that GIN £ N. For suppose NV # G, then NV/N
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would be subnormal in GIN, hence NV would be sub-
normal in Go But then there would exist a proper
normal subgroup H of G, such that V ~ H a contra
diction of (bL

(d) M is the unique maximal normal subgroup of
Go For, if not, let Mi and M2 be two maximal nor-
mal subgroups of Go We have G/M1 £ Nand G/M2€ N
since maximal normal subgroups have prime index.
By [5, Satz.205, p , 261], we have G/M10M2 E: No
So, by (c) we have G =: M1V ::M2 V :: (M1nM2)V .
Thus G:: M1VnM2V :;:.(M1nM2)V and we can appLy

Lemma 4 to obtain V ~ Vfi(M1 M2) :: (vnM1)(VnM2)o
However, by part (a) of this proof (VnM1)::
(n. I V .) n Ml' and (V nM" )..:: (n· T' V 0 ) n M 2~E: 1 L 1E~ 1

So V:: « nOT V e ) n Mi')«n. TV.) n M2 ) ~ (n 0 I V .) ,1E:~ 1 ~E_ 1 . 1£ 1

a contradiction. Therefore Vi~ M fo~ all iEI
and V n M :: (n. TV.) n M :: n. TV.. So1E_ 1 1E:_ 1

G/M::: MV/M ~ V/Vn M ::: V/«(l.' TV.). Hence1E:_ 1

IV : (n· IV.) I :: p ,.1E: 1
for some prime p .

.~ ,.

(e) V.V is properly contained in G for some
1

it:Io For if not 9 there then exists some j £1
sue h that V. 1G,' 0th e I'wi se

J
tiono But then G/Vo::: Vo V/V. :: V/Von V

J J J J
must have inde~ p in Go "Hence Vj:: M

We now claim that V. € F =(1. ,Fe 0
J ~e:- 1

G£ F a contradic-
and

so Va
J

by (d) 0

If it:I is such that V " ~ G 9 then by the above
).

argument V 0 ;;;; M ~ Vo so Vo ~ F 00 If 1£1 is
). J ).
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such that V . = G then V. <J G implies V. e F" 0~ ) J 1

Hence V, E ri, IF. = F. But then V . ~ GF < V
J ~e: ~ J

wltich implies M s V a contradiction. Thus the
re exist some ie:I such that V.V"" G.~

(f) If V.V"" G
1.

lize the fact that Y
V.V/V. ~ V/V1nv £ S

1. 1. P
ble p-groups. Also V.

1.

Vi ~ coreG(V1V>. Hence
implies ViV £ Y.

then V.V E Y. Here we uti-
1.

is a Fischer class. We have
the class of finite solva-

Finally, since
and by th. indu~tion
mal in VIVo But V
jector of ViV, so
and the theorem is

V is an F-injector of ViV
hypothesis, we have V nor-
£ Fi and Vi is the Fi-in-
V ~ Vi a contradiction of (b)

proven •
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